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TX56A/TX57A
Stack Nav/Com Radios

The TX56A and TX57A Nav/Com units provide the ideal platform 
to update legacy avionics or equip a new aircraft. Slimline and 
highly efficient, both Nav/Com models are housed within a 
superbly engineered case.

At only 33mm high each unit saves valuable space yet contains 
an impressive selection of practical features for any pilot. The 
Nav/Com display is clear and bright, showing both primary and 
secondary frequencies along with airfield / VOR identifiers. A 
‘Push Step’ knob allows the fastest change from 25 kHz to 50 kHz.

Both the TX56A and TX57A will decode Morse, identifying 
VORs or ILS. The Nav receiver can monitor a second VOR which 
significantly enhances route navigation. This means that a 
standby VOR radial can be displayed in addition to the primary 
VOR – allowing the pilot to quickly calculate an accurate position 
fix. 

The TX56A & TX57A Nav/Com’s low profile design requires no 
external cooling fans. The compact size and features make it a 
great choice for both forward and retro-fit installations.

Slimline: only 33mm high

Bright, clear display with simple use 
interface

Unique ‘Push Step’ for faster tuning

Dual Watch – monitor 2 com or 2 nav 
frequencies at the same time

Stereo music / two place intercom

‘Say Again’ feature – allows playback 
of last transmission

USB port - upload over 200 com and 
nav frequency database (CSV file)

VOR/ILS receiver – monitor a 2nd 
VOR

Built in VOR/LOC converter

The TI106 Course Deviation 
Indicator is ideally matched for 
the TX56A/57A Nav/Com units. 
Using the latest generation 
of indicator technology, solid 
state actuators provide smooth 
and dependable navigational 
indications. While Utilizing LED 
technology for both the flags 
and backlighting providing a 
superior display compared to 
older legacy indicators.

The TX56A  family of products offers  
conventional 25 kHz spacing, with 10 
watt or 16 watt transmit power.


